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MEASUREMENT OF LOW REACTIVITIES USING

A REACTOR OSCILLATOR

D.Obradović and M.Petrović, Boris Kidrič Institute of

Nuclear Sciences, Vinča

Most of the methods of measuring reactivity are

limited to the region from several hundreds to several

thousands of pcm. The present work develops a method of

measuring low reactivities from several pcm to about 600

pcm using the ROB-1 reactor oscillator on the RB reactor

of the Boris Kidric Institute of Nuclear Sciences at Vinča^

The accuracy of measurement is better than 1%.

Introduction

Several methods are used to measure low

reactivities. The most often used is the method based on

measuring the stable reactor period. The bottom limit of

this method is about 30 pcm /l,2/. For control rod

calibration the method of rod oscillation is used /3,4/.

This method is confronted with considerable influence of

space effects /5/. Reference /6/ reports on a method for

measuring the reactivity coefficient at a critical level

in liquid-moderated reactors. The method is based on measu-

ring reactor response to the oscillation of the moderator

about the critical level.

The present work reports on a method of deter-

mining the reactivity by measuring the phase shift between
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the perturbation of the effective multiplication factor

and reactor response. With the use of the ROB-1 reactor

oscillator, the method allows measurement of the reacti-

vity from several pcm to about 600 pcm with an accuracy

of 1%.

II. THEORY

Considering the nuclear reactor as two -

terminals-pair it is possible, as is usual in the field of

automatic control, to define the transfer function of the

reactor. The transfer function comprises parameters

contained in kinetic equations /8/ and is defined as /9/s

(1)

wheres

G.n-(k r.?p) - reactor transfer function
.j- ei

L / / - Laplace transformation

n - neutron population

I(t) - perturbation, where I denotes the

effective multiplication factor or

the external neutron source

The use of the kinetic equations of the reactor

in case

I(t) = 1^ +Lfl(t) (2)

and the use of the definition for reactor transfer function

show that the transfer function neutron population-external

source is given by
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lp + 1 - k ^ J l ^ p ^ ^ J (3)
"' _ X-L'

while assuming that linearization of kinetic equations

may be performed? the transfer function neutron population-

effective nultiplication factor is given by

1 - pX-^ r
G(k p) =

For p = jw, expressions (3) and (4) may be written as

&I (^eff 3 ^ = '^I' expj^I (5)

where

(k _p,jw)/= gain of transfer function

y = Arg G^(k _p,jw) - phase shift of transfer

function

GJ'and p̂ may be experimentally determined. According to

eq.(l) and Laplace's transformation

n L
(6)

therefore, knowing ^l(t) and measuring n and On(t), it

is possible to determine G^(k ^,jw). According to expression

(6) it is also possible to interpret some conventional

methods of reactivity measurement (source-jerk, pulse method.

It is most convenient to measure the transfer

function if simple periodic perturbation is obtained, i.e.

I (t) = ?p + 41 /exp(j^t)/ž, j + c.c./ (7)

(c.c. - complex-conjugated term)



In this case reactor response in stationary state

is given by /l/

n(t)/n = 1 +AI )&J, Sin(64t+ ̂ ) (8)

When I = k -, expression (8) is used only when /lO/:

} Gj « 1 (9)

However, besides the basic harmonics, reactor response

abounds in either high harmonics or noises, so that in

the most general case

n/n = 1 + ^Ak sin(k<^t + ̂ k) + noise (10)

wheres

A^ =A-n- î jf , and

Therefore, to make a precise measurement of the gain and

phase shift of reactor transfer function, it is necessary

to separate the first harmonics. This may be done by

cross-correlating the perturbation and the reactor response.

Hence, from the reactor transfer function it is possiole

to determine the parameters figured in the kinetic equations.

Since the reactor transfer functions in the

present work are measured with the ROB-1 pile oscillator

which allows simpleperiodical perturbation of the effective

multiplication factor and cross-correlation between this

perturbation and reactor response, only the case when

I = k will be further considered.

By measuring the transfer function of a critical

reactor it is possible to determine the 1 ratio, while by

measuring the transfer function of a subcritical reactor it

is possible to determine the effective multiplication
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factor, i.e. antireactivity. Two values which are functions

of the reactivity, gain /G-/ and phase , are obtained

from the experiment. However, since gain of transfer

function cannot be directly measured, but instead, a value

proportional to the gain is obtained from the experiment,

the antireactivity may be determined only by measuring

the ratio of gain for two frequencies. It is convenient

that these two circular frequencies are such that the

following condition is fulfilled /ll/

where w =f3/l is the break frequency of the reactor

transfer function. Since the reactor oscillator covers the

frequency range from 10" to 5 rad/sec, and since it is

sufficient to perform measurement at one frequency, the

antireactivity is determined by measuring the phase shift

of the reactor transfer function. Figure 1 is a plot of

the phase shift of reactor transfer function against the

frequency and the reactivity as a parameter calculated on

the ZUSE-23 digital computer. Figure 4-: shows the reactivity

as a function of the tangens of the reactor transfer function

phase shipt for w = 2.3. 10"^, = 1,99,10*^ and w ,̂,7,,8̂ hO*'*

fad/sec" la both cases = 0.0069.

It is obvious fruu eq.(4) and (5) that the effec-

tive multiplication factor is a function of 1, w and t

that is,

k c
ef

or
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For the working frequency of the oscillator it

is convenient to choose a frequency for which A k is

minimal. The greatest contribution to the error k is

made by the error in the tangens of the reactor transfer

function phase shift so it is convenient to choose the
^D^eff .

working frequency where ^—y——r\iis the least possibles

Figure 2 shows ——^-^ as a function of w for 1 = 0.0009

sec andjj = 0,0069, This obviously shows that the working

point may at low or high frequencies. Since the ROB-1 pil

oscillator covers low frequencies, measurements on the RB

reactor of the Boris Kidrič Institute of Nuclear Sciences

at Vinca were made at low frequencies. Measurementsat low

frequencies are also suitable because at low frequencies

- the effect of space harmonics is neglectable

/5, 12, 13/

- the spatially independent model is also applicab^

to reflected reactors /14/,
eff

- value — is considerably lower than at high

frequencies as may be seen in Fig.3), so that at

low freguencies

(13)

Measurements at low frequencies are unsuitable because:

- it is much more difficult to eliminate the

direct signal component

- consideratly more time is necessary than at high

frequencies.

Since the ROB-1 pile oscillator is operated by

means of a synchronous mptor supplied from a source with
effstabilized frequency, in expression (15) is



neglected as compared with "—--—. u t

Considering the above eq,(12) becomes

Since the working frequency of the oscillator

is such tha is minimal, the error g.k - may be
eff

reduced further by reducing ^.tgL$* The sources of errors

in tg ares

- insufficient elimination of the direct signal

component

- indefiniteness of the transfer function phase

of the electronics

- reactor noise

Insufficient elimination of the d< c, signal

component may introduce cona iderable error in determi-

ning the phase of reactor transfer function. This effect

is particularly pronounced at low frequencies where it is

hard to distinguish the reactor drift from the real signal,

The correlators of the reactor oscillator are such that

the effect of the d.c. signal component is neglectable if

the component is constant and smaller than the efficient

value of the a.c. signal component /7/< In the case of

a subcritical reactor this condition may always be aasily

fulfilled.

The transfer function phase of the electronics

was also measured with ROB-1 pile oscillator and it is

shown in Fig,5. At frequencies at which the antireactivity

was measured, the transfer function phase of electronics

is 180 . In case of measuring the 1//3 ratio for a critica

reactor for frequencies above 0.08 Hz, it is necessary to
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correct the transfer function phase measured for the

reactor to the transfer function phase measured for the

electronics.

The ratio of the signal-noise amplitudes deter-

mines the upper limit of the antircactivity which may still

be determined with a satisfactory accuracy. This limit is

slightly below 1000 pern. The ratio of the signal to noise

amplitudes for antireactivities below 500 pem was always

higher than 5O2I so that the effect of the reactor noises

in this field was neglectable.

Therefore, the greatest contribution to the

error in determining tg is made by the statistical

error. 'From a group of several data, the phase may be

determined with the ROB-1 pile oscillator with an accuracy

of —10'which, in the region up to about 600 pem, gives a

total error in antireactivity of less than 1%.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The method described in the present work is

used for the determination of the 1: ratio on the RB

reactor of the Boris Kidrič Institute of Nuclear Sciences

at Vinca, measurements of %/J.^at a critical level, and

calibration of the control rods. The RB reactor is a

zero-power heavy-water research reactor /5/. The measure-

ments were made with the ROB-1 reactor oscillator /7/

which is schematically shown in Fig,6, The ROB-1 reactor

oscillator is used to perform perturbation of the effective

multiplication factor and analyse the reactor response

signal. In our case the oscillator appears as a computer

which performs multiplication of two time functions and

integration for the given time period. ROB-1 is a
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hybrid-typo computer. Multiplication is performed while

the signals are in analogous form, then the resulting signa-

ls converted by a converter to digital form, and finally

integration performed. Generation of simple-periodic

function by which multiplication is performed in analgous

circuit and the hybrid technique in the whole computer

moan a qualitative progress in performing measurements

of nuclear reactor transfer functions. From a series of

several measurements, ROB-1 allows the determination of

the phase with an accuracy — 10'^ while the gain is

determined with an accuracy better than 1%. ROB-1 performs

all the operations during the experiment run.

The effective multiplication factor is pertur-

bed by oscillating a Cd sample in the linear part of the

inpor*jancc function. The reactor response is detected by

an ionization chamber placed outsido the reactor core.

The 1,(G ratio was determined from the measured

phase characteristics of the critical reactor transfer

function by the least squares method using the ZUSE-23

digital computer /16/. For the lattice pitch of 11.3 cm

and forty four 2% enriched uranium fuel elements, the

value obtained for the 1/^, ratio was 0,1172 - 0,0007 sec,

for.,;, - C,CO69y the life-time of prompt neutrons was

1 = f8,2O - 0.05). 10"* sec. At the frequency w = 2.3,
-2

10 rad/sec the subcritical reactor transfer function

phase was measured for different^H below the critical

level. ForA,H = 0.5 cm the reactor transfer function phase

was measured for several frequencies and it is shown in

llg„7* The values obtained for the reactivity were

determined with an accuracy better than 1%, The measured
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value for the reactivity coefficient at the critical level

was <9y/e)M = (204 — 3) pcm, where the greatest contribu-

tion to the error with which ̂ f/̂ H was determined is due the

error with which AH was determined.

For comparison, the reactivity coefficient was

measured at critical level and by means of stable reactor

period. The reactivity coefficient measured by means of

stable reactor period was higher by 2% than the value obta-

ined by using the reactor oscillator.

The theoretical value for the reactivity coeffi-,

cient obtained at critical level calculated according to

the following expression:

—--—-"* TT 3 (1 + ir -, )/' 9*"o' + " ^ / (10)
3H H ^ ^^ %

= 204.69 pcm/cm, where the reflector coefficient

), the diffusion length (L), the age ( ?* ), and the
2

buckling (B ) were taken from ref./l7/.

Calibration of the control rod was also perfor-

med by this method. Figure 8 is a plot of the calibration

curve, while Fig.7 shows the values for the reactor transfer

function phase shift which correspond to different positions

of the control rod in the reactor.

IV CONCLUSION

The method proposed in the present work for

the determination of reactivities by measuring the phase

shift between perturbation and reactor response is very

suitable and in the range up to about 600 pcm it allows

the determination of reactivities with an accuracy better

than 1%. The method is applicable to reflected reactors
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and it allows calibration of fine control rods and deter-

mination of the reactivity coefficient at a critical level,
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